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SHIFT THE TEMPO FROM THE PALM OF YOUR HAND 
 

NEW iPHONE, iPOD TOUCH APP Ð TEMPO MAGIC! PRO Ð OFFERS ADJUSTABLE 
MUSIC TEMPO AND PERFECT SOUND QUALITY 

 
(Washington, D.C. Ð September 13, 2010) Ð Group fitness instructors, walkers, runners, DJs, and music 
fans alike can now change the beats-per-minute (BPM) of their favorite songs with a simple finger slide on 
their iPhone or iPod Touch screen. Yes! Fitness Music, the fitness industryÕs go-to source for fresh music 
and innovative technology, announces the launch of Tempo Magic!  Pro, the first application (ÒappÓ) that 
allows music-loving Apple users to increase or decrease the tempo of any song or play list in their iTunes 
library by as much as 24%. Say goodbye to chipmunk or zombie-like sound distortions that are typical 
byproducts of traditional music tempo controls. Music insiders now have access to exclusive DJ controls 
right in the palm of their hand! 
 
Born out of pure necessity by International Fitness Industry Presenter Petra Kolber, Tempo Magic! Pro is 
geared toward group fitness and cycling instructors, dance teachers, cheer coaches, walkers, runners, 
cyclists, cardio exercise junkies as well as DJs and music hobbyists. 
 
ÒAnyone who loves music will have fun with this app!Ó says Kolber. ÒFitness instructors, like myself, spend 
countless hours matching just the right tempo to our workout choreography. A beat that drives too fast or 
too slow can break the class energy and throw off a great routine. Now we can literally move to the beat of 
our own drum and make changes in real time. ItÕs pure magic.Ó 
 
ÒMusic motivates, inspires and drives a workout. When it comes to walking, the right beat can make a big 
difference in how hard you work and what you get out of it,Ó says fitness icon Kathy Smith, AmericaÕs 
foremost authority on walking for weight loss. ÒTempo Magic is a must-have fitness tool. Finally, you can 
pump up your pace and spark new results while you walk.Ó 
 
Tempo Magic! Pro is an easy-to-use, intuitive tool with a variety of contemporary features, including: 
 1.  Super easy-to-use slider to adjust tempo up or down as much as 24%. 
 2.  Non-stop continuous play of multi-song play lists. 
 3.  BPM Lock Mode feature allows the user to take a play list with multiple tempos and play it at a single 
BPM. 
 4. Percentage Lock Mode feature allows the user to take a play list and globally adjust the tempo of 
varying speeds. 



 

 

 5.  Airplane mode reminder for iPhones to avoid unwanted text and phone call interruptions during use. 
 6.  No vocal or musical distortions when changing tempo. 
 7.  Compatible with all unprotected audio files. 
 8.  Add single songs or entire albums/play lists with a single finger tap.  
 
Yes! Fitness Music, which maintains the largest library of fitness music in the world, partnered with fitness 
guru Petra Kolber and the technology wizards at lolo to launch Tempo Magic! Pro.  
 
ÒWe brought the best minds in the industry together to develop this app,Ó says Michael Pipitone, co-founder 
of Yes! Fitness Music. ÒWeÕre thrilled to offer this first-of-its kind app that can take your music library to a 
whole new level. Being able to control the speed of your music unlocks the hidden potential that was 
previously untouchable.Ó 
 
Yes! Fitness Music is calling on all early adopters to purchase Tempo Magic! Pro for only $4.99 at the 
Apple iTunes App store Ð big savings compared to the hundreds of dollars youÕd pay for a pitch control CD 
player! New updates and features will be added for free in the future. 
 
See Tempo Magic! Pro in action! View demo at: www.yesfitnessmusic.com/magic 
 
About Yes! Fitness Music 
Yes! Fitness Music is a game-changing fitness music production company that offers the hottest, hippest 
music in the fitness industry. In addition to a CD/download library of hundreds of premixed albums for 
fitness instructors, Yes! Fitness Music also boasts a single song catalog of more than 15,000 recordings 
making Yes! one of the most sought after resources in the industry. Yes! Fitness Music is committed to the 
spirit and passion of fitness professionals and seeks to connect them with the music they need to teach 
incredible classes. Yes! Fitness Music caters to every style, every routine, every class.  
 
About Petra Kolber 
Petra Kolber is an international fitness presenter and a motivational speaker based in Los Angeles, 
California. She is the spokesperson for Yes! Fitness Music, Spry Living Magazine and California Walnuts. 
Petra has starred in over 35 award-winning fitness DVDs and has appeared as a regular fitness expert on 
national morning news, talk shows and fitness/health magazines. Her accolades include, IDEA Fitness 
Instructor of the Year and Canadian Fitness Professionals International Presenter of the Year. She is also a 
two-time winner of the East Coast Alliance's Female Presenter of the Year. From Reebok to Adidas, 
Lululemon Athletica and other major fitness brands, Petra continues to be a valuable resource for guiding 
new product development and shaping emerging fitness concepts. As a leading professional educator, 
Petra has instructed over 10,000 instructors worldwide, presenting in more 25 countries. Petra is a cancer 
survivor and believes that music is the soundtrack to our lives. 
 
About lolo 
lolo is an interactive media technology development firm known for creating premium fitness apps for 
AppleÕs App Store including their premier app Òlolo BurnÓ. 
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